The annual LL.M. outing to the Mall of America to buy winter clothing.

LL.M. students take a day trip to Duluth, MN, to see Lake Superior.

Students and families celebrate at the LL.M. graduation luncheon.
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Top 10 reasons to earn your LL.M. at Minnesota.

1. Two career-enhancing degree options: LL.M. in American Law and LL.M. in Business Law

2. Full integration of LL.M. students into upper-level J.D. courses

3. Internationally renowned faculty
   - Professor Fionnuala Ní Aoláin holds the position of U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms while Countering Terrorism. She previously held positions as U.N. Expert on Promoting Gender in Post-Conflict Peacemaking, expert to the Council of Europe, and expert advisor to the International Criminal Court’s Trust Fund for Victims.

4. Vibrant Twin Cities business community, home to 17 Fortune 500 and dozens of Fortune 1000 companies

5. Optional three-week Legal English Advanced Development (LEAD) program that builds legal reading and writing skills through intensive English training

6. International conferences and research activities through the James H. Binger Center for New Americans, Institute on the Environment, Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity, Human Rights Center, and more

7. LL.M.-specific practical experiences, including judicial observations and pro-bono work with professor supervisor

8. Networking and service opportunities through student-led organizations, including Amnesty International, Asylum Law Project, and Human Rights Advocacy Project

9. 95% of admitted LL.M. students awarded scholarships

10. Access to opportunities and activities throughout the University of Minnesota, one of the largest research institutions in the world

LL.M. students can receive a certificate in one of 11 concentrations:
- Business Law
- Civil Litigation
- Criminal Justice
- Environmental & Energy Law
- Family Law
- Health Law & Bioethics
- Human Rights Law
- Immigration Law
- Intellectual Property & Technology Law
- International Law
- Labor & Employment Law

Ranked in the top 25 law schools in the U.S.

Student-to-Faculty ratio: 9:1
I had many great experiences at the University of Minnesota Law School. Having classes along with J.D. and LL.M. students from various backgrounds helped me to explore the law from different perspectives. The pro bono experience is one-of-a-kind for LL.M. programs in the U.S. It helped me better understand what lawyers in the U.S. do and prepared me for my present career.—Muhammed Uzum (LL.M. ’17), Immigration Case Specialist, Kulen Law Firm, New York City
The University of Minnesota ranks 20th in U.S. among doctorate-granting institutions hosting international students.

The Twin Cities offers a vibrant downtown life with a booming music, theater, and food culture.

Live in one of the most vibrant metro areas in the nation.

With a world-renowned park system, extensive bike trails and lanes, and a *Forbes* magazine rating as a top-10 city for young professionals, the Twin Cities consistently ranks as one of the most livable, family-friendly urban centers in the United States. And with its thriving legal community and proximity to state and federal courts and the state capitol, this is one of the best places in the world to participate in law in action.

Prepare for a successful future.

All LL.M. students have full access to the Law School Career Center, which offers career counseling and professional development resources, both during your time at Minnesota and after you graduate. Students learn from staff, faculty, alumni, and professionals who are experts in career development and the legal field.

Earning my master’s degree at the University of Minnesota helped me learn how to adapt to diverse situations and made possible all my professional achievements. —Karina Uribe Pena (LL.M. ’17), Instructor of International Law, Universidad de Valparaiso, and Legal Advisor, Ministry of Woman and Gender Equity, Chile

More than 750 graduates from 84 countries

100% LL.M. students assigned a peer mentor

I know the LL.M. degree from the prestigious University of Minnesota Law School had a positive impact on my career because after receiving my LL.M., I was promoted from level 9 advisor to level 10. —Jose Torres (LL.M. ’17), Advisor to the Deputy Minister of Finance, Colombia
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